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Abstract: This paper discusses the role of mathematics in physics teaching and 
learning. The intention and strength of science is to describe what happens in the real 
world by organizing explanations through theories and theoretical models. It has been 
widely suggested that learning in science is influenced by views about the nature of 
scientific knowledge. Furthermore, mathematics is an inherent part of theories and 
makes powerful predictions of natural phenomena possible. Ability to use mathe-
matics to argue and prove results is central in physics. Students have been found to 
struggle with physics problems where they need to relate mathematically formulated 
theoretical models to the real world. This project has explored the role of mathematics 
for physics teaching and learning in upper-secondary school through investigations of 
relations made during physics lessons (lectures, problem solving and lab-work) 
between The real world – Theoretical models – Mathematics. A preliminary analysis 
indicate that there are some connections made by students and teacher between 
theories and the real world, but the bulk of the discussion in the classroom is con-
cerning the relation between theoretical models and mathematics, which is in line 
with earlier research on problem solving. The preliminary results reported on here 
indicate that this also holds true for all the investigated organisational forms lectures, 
problem solving in groups and lab-work. A finalized and extended analysis will be 
published elsewhere. 
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BACKGROUND AND FRAMEWORK 
Mathematics has an important role in physics teaching and learning due to the 
obvious relation between the subjects. Mathematical expression forms are often used 
to describe models of physical events in the real world. The models are then mani-
pulated mathematically and analysed to make sense in relation to physical theories 
and the hypothesis or situation at hand, i.e. explanations of physical phenomena are 
organized through theories and theoretical models (Adúriz-Bravo, 2012), it is an 
interactive process of discussions, experiments and observations (Giere, 1997), see 
Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The real world and the world of theoretical models (adapted from Giere, 
1997). 

Hence, observations and experiments by necessity are embedded in theory and are 
therefore ”Theory laden” (Hanson, 1958). Furthermore, it has been widely suggested 
that learning in science is influenced not only by views of these relationships, but also 
more generally by views about the nature of scientific knowledge as summarized by 
Lederman (2007). Theoretical models in physics and science cannot be constructed 
solely from empirical observations, but have to be underpinned by unprovable pre-
suppositions (Cobern, 1991; Hansson, 2007). Theoretical models should be under-
stood as a way to describe the physical reality, while they can never be an answer to 
more philosophically inclined questions (e.g. why nature behaves the way it does). 
Feynman (1985, p. 10) describes it like this: 

… while I am describing to you how Nature works, you won’t understand why 
Nature works that way. But you see, nobody understands that. I can’t explain why 
Nature behaves in this peculiar way.  

Hence, there is a complicated relation between what we call a theoretical model with 
theoretical concepts and real world referents and phenomena. Yet, another aspect to 
take into account is the context dependence of the models drawn upon by students 
while constructing explanations or solving problems. Several authors suggest that 
students simultaneously use a range of explanatory models (Galili & Hazan, 2000; 
Petri & Niedderer, 1998; Redfors & Holgersson, 2006; Redfors & Ryder, 2001; 
Taber, 2000) in a given context.  Different models can be used either during one 
single explanation of a given phenomenon and context, or context dependently during 
explanations of related phenomena, or during explanations of one phenomenon in 
different contexts, e.g. writing, talking, drawing a picture. The explanatory models 
can be scientific models according to the definition we use (Coll, France & Taylor, 
2005; Giere, 1988; Kuo et al. 2013), but we allow for individual variations, and 
variations for a given individual. 
Mathematics is an inherent part of theories and makes powerful predictions of natural 
phenomena possible. Pask (2003) states that Mathematics can be viewed as the 
Science of Analogy – it makes powerful analogies feasible. Ability to use mathematics 
to argue for results within the framework of models is central in physics. History has 
proven that physics can be a fertile ground for new mathematical ideas and creative 
mathematical reasoning. Johansson (2013) shows that physics tests selected from the 
Swedish national test bank require creative mathematical reasoning. However, similar 
studies in mathematics education show significantly lower demands of creative 
reasoning in teacher-constructed tests (Palm, Boesen & Lithner, 2011). In fact, 
imitative reasoning, i.e. reasoning that is memorised and algorithmic, is often enough 
to perform well in teacher-constructed tests; one reason for this may stem from 
teachers own conceptual understanding (Hansson, 2010). From this we can assume 
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that there is a similar relationship in physics teaching and that the students can cope 
by focusing on procedural knowledge; contrary to the spirit of creative reasoning in 
physics. 
Through a historical perspective it becomes clear that mathematical modelling 
represents diverse activities, and that mathematical modelling gets an increasing 
attention within mathematics education research. Efforts are called for to develop 
theoretical frameworks that can be applied to studies of modelling and problem-
solving situations like those in physics studies (Kuo et al., 2012; Michelsen, 2006; 
Kaiser & Sriraman, 2006; Uhden et al., 2012). In physics studies students have been 
found to struggle with explanations and the solving of physics problems when they 
need to relate theoretical models to real world phenomena, especially while using 
mathematics, i.e. combining mathematical operations with conceptual reasoning 
about physical phenomena – realising that equations can express a supreme meaning 
(Kuo et al., 2012; Michelsen, 2006; Tuminaro & Redish, 2007; Uhden et al., 2012).  

Solving of “standard-problems” (often appearing in the end of a chapter in physics 
textbooks) is traditionally a central part of physics teaching in upper secondary school 
in Sweden. This is emphasised in a study by Due (2009) where students state that to 
succeed in physics, it is necessary to put a lot of effort into solving physics problems. 
Teachers often take for granted that students, who are able to solve standard prob-
lems, also have a good understanding of physics concepts and models. However, 
research show that this is not necessarily the case. Students can solve the problems 
without really understanding the concepts and models used (t.ex. Maloney, 1994; 
Hobden, 1998). An explanation to this is that beginning physics students tend to 
search for a formula that fits the numbers/variables given in the problem (Larkin et 
al., 1980).  
In summary we know from earlier research that the solving of physics standard 
problems is not a guarantee that students focus on the relationship between 
models/concepts and the “real world”, as stated above as central for physics. Instead 
students in this situation often focus on putting numbers into formulas or combina-
tions of formulas, manipulating them mathematically and getting the right answer. In 
this study we want to broaden the perspective on how the relations between The real 
world – Theoretical models – Mathematics (e.g. manipulations of formulas) are 
communicated in different kinds of situations (not only problem solving) in the 
teaching of physics. The research in this area is so far scarce. 

 

AIM AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The purpose of this project is to further explore the role of mathematics for physics 
teaching and learning in upper-secondary school through investigating relations made 
during physics lessons (lectures, problem solving and lab-work) between The real 
world – Theoretical models – Mathematics. The research questions are: 

1. How is mathematical concepts and mathematical reasoning used during 
physics lessons and what characteristics of situations and physics phenomena 
instigate this usage? 

2. In what ways to students’ expectations of and attitudes to physics and 
mathematics influence their usage? 
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METHOD 
The study uses video-based classroom observations (lectures, problem-solving 
sessions and lab-work) and written surveys, and has adapted the methodological 
approach developed by Clarke (2001) for fine grained, case based analyses of 
multiple video records of classroom sequences. These involve video capture of lesson 
sequences using a camera focused on the teacher, and other cameras focused on 
student groups. The video recordings are backed-up by audio recording devices.  

One teacher and students in three classes in the science programme in an upper-
secondary school (one in 1st and two in 3d year) have been studied during sequences 
of lectures, problem solving in groups, and lab-work, three to four lessons (40-80 min 
each) per class. The 1st year class studied mechanics (dynamics and the energy 
principle). One 3d year class studied optics and atomic physics (diffraction gratings 
and spectroscopy) and the physics content for the other 3d year class was electric and 
magnetic fields (movement of charged particles).  
Written instruments have been developed to meet the video recordings in triangu-
lation. One adapted from Redish et al. (1998) and Yusof & Tall (1999) measures 
expectations and attitudes to physics and mathematics. This was administered as a 
pre-test before the start of the teaching sequence. The other, developed in this project, 
gives students a possibility to express individual experiences after a lecture. It was 
administered during the first lesson of each teaching sequence, directly after the 
lecture and before the start of the collaborative group work on problem solving that 
followed on the lecture. This instrument is referred to as the “lecture-survey” below. 

We report here on a preliminary analysis of the surveys and the video recordings. An 
elaborate analysis of all the data is on-going and will be presented elsewhere. 

 
RESULTS 
We have through the use of video recording analysed the communication during 
lectures and student-centred work, i.e. group work during problem solving and lab-
work. The data is analysed from a deductive perspective of finding the links shown in 
the “triangle of analysis” as depicted in Figure 2. The three sides of the triangle 
represent the different links.  

 

 
 

3 

1 2 

Theoretical models 
Concepts  

The real world 
Referents 

Mathematics 

Figure 2. Theoretical models  – The real world – Mathematics in physics teaching 
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Preliminary analysis of one of the classes (1st year) indicates that the lectures and 
demonstrations were performed from a perspective of preparing the students for 
problem solving using formulas, rather than aiming for a discussion about the 
relationships between the theoretical physics models and the real world. When 
solving problems the teacher typically tended to decontextualize and transfer the 
problem to the domain of mathematics as depicted in the following example.  

Example 1 (teacher): When calculating the deflection α of electrons passing through 
an electric field the teacher started drawing a triangle (see Figure 3) from which the 
calculations were performed, and later when the problem was solved she continued to 
draw a parallelogram of forces acting on the electron (see Figure 3) commenting that 
“this is how it should be (how it is supposed to be drawn) if we are picky”. The 
teacher also referred to previous mathematics lessons in which they had dealt with 
similar problems in trigonometry. Moreover, no distinction was made between 
definitions and theories of physics as both become “formulas” when teacher and 
students solved problems.  
 

 
Figure 3. Teacher’s drawing on the whiteboard.  

 
 
During group-work (problem solving and lab-work) students talked initially about the 
context of a problem and related the real world to the world of models, but the context 
of the problem was often described shortly and in abstract terms. The discussion 
rapidly shifted towards formulas and how to find and manipulate useful ones. Results 
so far indicate several cases where students used formulas without understanding 
them and their symbols, which the next example illustrates. 

Student1: I didn’t get it, but OK [after the teacher has indicated a formula to use] 
 
Student2: Not that I get the formula, but … [they solve it using the formula]  

 
When students worked with textbook problems they frequently consulted the Answer 
section. The teacher said the reason for this might be that it is difficult for the students 
to assess the reasonableness of their answers. The meaning of symbols was not 
always clear, e.g. the meaning of E as either Electric field strength or Energy. The 
representational nature of symbols seemed to cause difficulties for the students. 

Another example, which is an exception from the typical student behaviour in the 
study, comes from a 3d year class, where we have also started to cross analyse the 
videos with results from the expectation survey (Redish et al., 1998).  
Example 2 (teacher): The teacher’s lecture on the movement of electrons in electric 
fields started with a demonstration of an electron tube. The teacher talked about 
electrons moving, colliding with gas atoms and the consequent emission of light. 
However, she then stated “… but we will talk more about that later” referring to 
future lessons on atoms and molecules. She pointed to the trajectory in the electron 
tube and talked about it as a parabolic motion “even though it does not really look 
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that way”. Her statements here are placed by us along the middle of “side” 1 of the 
triangle (see Figure 2). The teacher continued “It is a kind of parabolic motion” then 
“left” the phenomenon and concentrated on mathematics and the kinematics in 
problem solving on the board. She is here depicted to be at the lower end of “side” 2 
of the triangle in Figure 2.  
Example 2 (students): The group work – problem solving after the lecture – started 
and initially two students with low scores on the reality and math link from the 
expectation survey (Redish et al., 1998) started looking for formulas (lower end of 
side 2 in Figure 2). The third student with high reality score from the expectation 
survey made links to the real world, no explicit reference to theoretical models, but 
his statement is categorised as side 1 (lower end in Fig. 2). This student also praised 
demonstrations and oral explanations in the lecture-survey. Hence, for this group 
there is an implied correlation between survey results and behaviour in the group. 
After a while something happened in the group and all three students started talking 
about the “behaviour” of the particles in the problem, making links between the 
model and the phenomenon. This and other occurrences are currently being further 
analysed and results from more extensive analysis will be presented elsewhere. 
 

DISCUSSION, CONTINUATION AND IMPLICATIONS 
In the physics teachers’ community there are many ideas about the role of mathemat-
ics in physics teaching. For example:  

• Mathematics is the language of physics 
• Students need some specific knowledge in mathematics to study physics 

 
There is also talk about mathematics as a hindrance – the reason why physics studies 
are difficult. Students ”get stuck” in the mathematics. Hence, there are several reasons 
to investigate the role of mathematics in the physics teaching of today.  
The preliminary analysis described here indicates that there are some connections 
made by students and teacher between theories and the real world, but the bulk of the 
discussion in the classroom is concerning the relation 2 in Figure 2, which is in line 
with earlier research on problem solving (e.g. Torigoe & Gladding, 2011). Surpris-
ingly this result seems to hold true for all three investigated organisational forms, i.e. 
lectures, problem solving in groups and lab-work. However, the preliminary analysis 
indicates that sem solving that followed the lecture.e, directly after the tudents with 
scores indicating an expectation to learn about links between reality and theoretical 
concepts from the survey (Redish et al., 1998) tend to raise links to the real world 
during group-work discussions, which the third student in student example 2 
exemplifies. This was, as aforementioned, not the typical situation in the groups 
though. 

There are relations made between theoretical models and the real phenomena, but the 
focus, during the major part of the lessons, is on mathematics and manipulation of 
formulas, which appears to concur with most students having low score on the 
expectation survey on the link they see between mathematics and descriptions of real 
world phenomena through physics. This adheres to earlier results on students’ 
problem solving in physics classes (Kuo et al., 2012; Uhden et al., 2012). 
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The preliminary results presented here indicate that explicit prompting about connec-
tions to the real world should be increased in teacher communication with students. A 
central feature of teachers’ competence is the ability to illuminate and explain the 
objects of teaching. Teachers’ knowledge and usage of the relationship between The 
real world – Theoretical models – Mathematics therefore seem to be of outmost 
importance.  

Through the continuation of this project we hope to provide teachers and teacher 
educators with conclusive evidence of how the relations between theoretical The real 
world – Theoretical models – Mathematics are communicated in physics class, which 
we think will form starting points for further development of Physics teaching and 
learning, and for Physics Teacher Education – replacing the current “voices”, referred 
to above, on how “it is” in physics classrooms. 
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